Mass drug administration (MDA) is, and has been, the principal method for the control of the schistosome helminths. Using MDA only is unlikely to eliminate the infection in areas of high transmission and the implementation of other measures such as reduced water contact improved hygiene and sanitation are required. Ideally a vaccine is needed to ensure long term benefits and eliminate the need for repeated drug treatment since infection does not seem to induce lasting protective immunity. Currently, a candidate vaccine is under trial in a baboon animal model, and very encouraging results have been reported. In this paper, we develop an individual-based stochastic model to evaluate the effect of a vaccine with similar properties in humans to those recorded in baboons in achieving the World Health Organization (WHO) goals of morbidity control and elimination as a public health problem in populations living in a variety of transmission settings. MDA and vaccination assuming different durations of protection and coverage levels, alone or in combination, are examined as treatment strategies to reach the WHO goals of the elimination of morbidity and mortality in the coming decade. We find that the efficacy of a vaccine as an adjunct or main control tool will depend critically on a number of factors including the average duration of protection it provides, vaccine efficacy and the baseline prevalence prior to immunization. In low prevalence settings, simulations suggest that the WHO goals can be achieved for all treatment strategies. In moderate prevalence settings, a vaccine that provides 5 years of protection, can achieve both goals within 15 years of treatment. In high prevalence settings, by vaccinating at age 1, 6 and 11 we can achieve the morbidity control with a probability of nearly 0.89 but we cannot achieve elimination as a public health problem goal. A combined vaccination and MDA treatment plan has the greatest chance of achieving the WHO goals in the shorter term. 
Mass drug administration (MDA) is, and has been, the principal method for the control of the schistosome helminths. Using MDA only is unlikely to eliminate the infection in areas of high transmission and the implementation of other measures such as reduced water contact improved hygiene and sanitation are required. Ideally a vaccine is needed to ensure long term benefits and eliminate the need for repeated drug treatment since infection does not seem to induce lasting protective immunity. Currently, a candidate vaccine is under trial in a baboon animal model, and very encouraging results have been reported. In this paper, we develop an individual-based stochastic model to evaluate the effect of a vaccine with similar properties in humans to those recorded in baboons in achieving the World Health Organization (WHO) goals of morbidity control and elimination as a public health problem in populations living in a variety of transmission settings. MDA and vaccination assuming different durations of protection and coverage levels, alone or in combination, are examined as treatment strategies to reach the WHO goals of the elimination of morbidity and mortality in the coming decade. We find that the efficacy of a vaccine as an adjunct or main control tool will depend critically on a number of factors including the average duration of protection it provides, vaccine efficacy and the baseline prevalence prior to immunization. In low prevalence settings, simulations suggest that the WHO goals can be achieved for all treatment strategies. In moderate prevalence settings, a vaccine that provides 5 years of protection, can achieve both goals within 15 years of treatment. In high prevalence settings, by vaccinating at age 1, 6 and 11 we can achieve the morbidity control with a probability of nearly 0.89 but we cannot achieve elimination as a public health problem goal. A combined vaccination and MDA treatment plan has the greatest chance of achieving the WHO goals in the shorter term. 
Introduction
Schistosomiasis inflicts significant levels of human morbidity and mortality in regions of the world with endemic infection. It is estimated that nearly 258 million people are infected worldwide with up to 700 million at risk of being infected, leading to an estimated 280000 deaths annually [1] [2] [3] . Schistosomiasis is an intestinal or urogenital disease caused predominantly by infection with Schistosoma mansoni, S. japonicum or S. haematobium, and is one of the diseases included within the World Health Organization (WHO) 2020 goals for neglected tropical diseases (NTD) control. Individuals become infected when cercariae (larval forms of the parasitic worm), released by an intermediate host (various freshwater snail species), penetrate the skin during contact with contaminated water [4] . Control programmes are at present based on mass drug administration (MDA) using the drug praziquantel, and behaviour modification directed at reducing water contact and improvements in sanitation. MDA has to be repeatedly used, since clearing infection does not result in acquired immunity and treated individuals can be re-infected. Age-related water contact behaviour results in most infection residing in school-aged children (SAC; 5-14 years of age), since age intensity of infection profiles are convex in shape. Treatment is therefore specifically focused on this age group. At present, preschool aged children (pre-SAC) are not eligible for treatment with praziquantel [5] due to the absence of clinical data on the drug effects and safety in the very young. In the coming years a new formulation of praziquantel may be approved for very young children [6] . In areas of high transmission, WHO guidelines also recommend treatment of adults at risk [1] , [7] . By 2020, WHO aims to increase coverage in areas of endemic infection such that 75% of SAC at risk will be regularly treated [2] , but progress to date in reaching this target has been poor in many regions. Currently WHO recommends using prevalence of infection in SAC to determine how often to treat in a given endemic area [1] . The recommended treatment strategy for schistosome infection is dependent upon whether the community has a low (< 10%), moderate (10-50%) or high (� 50%) prevalence at baseline before the implementation of MDA. The strategy for low-risk communities is to treat all SAC twice during their primary schooling age, generally once every three years, and supply praziquantel in local health centres to treat suspected cases. For moderate-risk communities, the recommendation is to treat all SAC and at-risk adults once every two years. For high-risk communities, the recommended approach is to treat all SAC and at-risk adults once a year. At present in national NTD control programmes, schistosomiasis has one of the lowest levels of MDA coverage of all helminth diseases [8] , [9] .
Given that MDA needs to be administered to individuals frequently, and that it does not provide long-term protection against the infection in the absence of a strong acquired immunological response to infection, a vaccine is ideally needed for control in the longer term. At present, there is no vaccine for use in humans that can protect against the schistosome infection. However, recent experimental studies by Afzal Siddiqui and colleagues on a candidate vaccine against Schistosoma mansoni infection in a baboon animal model have produced some encouraging results. In four independent, double-blinded studies, a Sm-p80-based vaccine exhibited potent prophylactic, anti-egg induced pathology and transmission-blocking efficacy against S. mansoni in the baboon (Papio ursinus) animal model [10] . The vaccine reduced female worm establishment by 93.45% and significantly resolved the major clinical manifestations of hepatic/intestinal schistosomiasis by reducing the tissue-egg load by 91.35%. A 40-fold decrease in faecal egg excretion by those few female parasites that established in the vaccinated animals, combined with a 79.21% reduction in hatching ability of eggs (the release of viable miracidia), suggests the vaccine may have a high transmission blocking potential. The study showed comprehensive evidence for the effectiveness of a Smp80-based vaccine for schistosomiasis and provided support for the need to move beyond animal models to human studies.
Based on the baboon experiments by Siddiqui and colleagues, and assuming efficacy would be similar in humans, published epidemiological analyses based on mathematical models have predicted that the Sm-p80-based vaccine could potentially block infection in areas of low and moderate transmission provided the duration of protection provided by the vaccine is 5 years or more [11] , [12] . These models were simple in structure and built on a deterministic framework. This study extends these analyses using an individual based stochastic model to look at the impact of a vaccine, with varying durations of protection, employed in different community-based vaccination programmes involving either vaccinating young children in a cohort-based approach or vaccinating the whole community across all age classes). Analyses are also presented of the impact on transmission and the prevailing levels of infection using either vaccination alone, MDA alone (the current most commonly used intervention to control morbidity) and or using both in different combinations. A description of the impact of MDA, alone on the prevalence and intensity of S. mansoni infection in various transmission settings, is covered in a series of recent publications, as is model structure, model assumptions and data sources for the key transmission and biological parameters [3] , [4] , [7] , [8] .
The focus in the present analyses is on the relative merits of vaccination versus MDA, alone or in combination, as a tool for the community control of the morbidity induced by S. mansoni and the likelihood of transmission elimination.
Methods

The model
Past work on the impact of MDA on Schistosoma mansoni has employed a hybrid deterministic model (with deterministic and stochastic components) based on sets of partial-differential equations to describe changes in the mean worm burden M(t, a), for host a over time t [13] [14] [15] .
Stylianou et al, developed an age independent deterministic model to explore the effect of community vaccination programmes [11] . We extend this deterministic model and develop an individual-based stochastic model (an earlier version is described in [4] ), where an individual of age a can be in one of the two categories; (i) unvaccinated group or (ii) vaccinated group, denoted by N u (a, t) and N v (a, t) respectively. We assume that the number of births is the same as the number of deaths (constant size for the human host), hence the total population of age a, at time t is N(a, t) = N u (a, t) +N v (a, t). The unvaccinated and vaccinated host dynamics can be described by the following system of partial differential equations (PDEs): Here L represents the concentration of the infectious material in the environment, namely, how each individual of age a, contributes to the pool of released eggs. This is discussed in detail in [14] and [16] . It is assumed that the rates of turn over for the miracidia, snail intermediate host and cercaria are much faster (life expectancies days to weeks) than the adult worm in the human host (life expectancy 4-6 years), so the dynamics of these life cycle stages are collapsed into the equations for the adult worms in humans as detailed in Anderson & May [15] .
The total worm burden in the population is given by the sum of the total worm burden in the unvaccinated and vaccinated hosts.
If we denote the total worm burden in the population as the sum of the total worm burden in the unvaccinated and vaccinated hosts by Mða; tÞ ¼ M u ða; tÞ þ M v ða; tÞ and add Eqs (3) and (4) 
where the death rate is that of infected snails.
In the above equation ψ describes the flow of the infectious material into the reservoir while the function F(M(a,t); λ) generates the egg output as a function of mean worm burden and ρ(a) represents the age-specific relative contribution of infectious stages to the environmental reservoir. In our simulations we assume the host contribution to the reservoir to be the same as the age-specific contact rates, β(a).
This model has a full age structure for the human host where the outputs are grouped into three age categories, pre-SAC (0-4 years of age), SAC (5-14 years of age) and adults (15+ years of age). We use these age groupings based on WHO definitions of treatment groups [1] [2] [3] to calculate the necessary coverage levels (MDA or vaccination) for each category in order to interrupt transmission. This is typically defined as the overall R 0 <1 in infectious disease epidemiology, but as shown by Anderson and May [14] , the system of equations defined above has three possible equilibria; namely, a stable endemic state, an unstable boundary (transmission breakpoint) and a stable state of parasite extinction. This model is hybrid in the sense that assumes a negative binomial form for the distribution of parasite numbers per host with a fixed aggregation parameter k, density dependent fecundity, and assumed monogamous sexual reproduction among worms.
The mean expected behavior of the individual based stochastic model is identical to the predictions of a deterministic version of the model. However, an individual-based stochastic model permits the examination of the probability distribution of a given event occurring, such as transmission elimination, in a defined period of time during which control measures are applied.
Autopsy data show that worms tend to aggregate more in some individuals than in others, due to poorly understood factors such as environmental, social, host genetic or immunological effects [17] . Epidemiological studies also show that those heavily infected are predisposed to this state [18] . To take account of such effects in our model, individuals in each age category are assigned a contact rate drawn from a gamma distribution with shape parameter α, which, via compounding across individual distributions, leads to a negative binomial distribution of worms within the total host population. It is important to note that the aggregation parameter, k, within the stochastic model, fluctuates in value over time, as a result of changes in the mean worm burden. In the deterministic model k is held fixed in value. The stochastic model more accurately mirrors observed patterns where k tends to decrease in value as prevalence declines under the impact of control measures [19] . The egg contribution to the infectious reservoir depends on the age-specific contact rate for each individual and is governed by a deterministic formulation. Treatment events are predetermined, they occur at time t j and the time step to the next treatment event is randomly drawn from an exponential distribution. The rate parameter for this distribution is given by the overall rate that any event happens. Which event occurs is drawn at random, on the basis of the relative magnitude of each individual event relative to the combined rate of all events. Table 1 provides a description of these rates. In this paper we consider 15 years of MDA and vaccination administration.
Most of the parameter values used in this paper are taken from within the ranges found in the literature (Table 2 ). However, the data for the age-specific contact rates of hosts within the infectious reservoir (β) and age-specific contribution of hosts to the reservoir are unknown. They are estimated by using MCMC method in parameter estimation from age intensity and prevalence curves as described in references detailed in the text and Table 2 . Precise details of the model fitting procedure are described in previous publications [4, 14, 15, 17] . 
Parameter Value Source
Population size 500 -Fecundity (λ) 0.14 eggs/female/sample [4] Aggregation parameter (k) 0.04 in low settings;0.24 in moderate and high settings [4] , [20] Worm lifespan 5.7 years [3] , [13] , [21] Drug efficacy 86.3% [22] Impact of vaccine on worm death rate ( 
MDA and vaccine treatment
In the numerical evaluations of the model's behavior (stochastic simulations), we follow the WHO guidelines for the implementation of MDA. Starting with an untreated population, we administrate MDA over a 15-year period with coverage levels and treatment intervals based on the baseline prevalence. For low baseline prevalence in SAC, we treat once every 3 years; for moderate baseline prevalence in SAC, we treat once every 2 years and for high baseline prevalence in SAC, we treat once a year. The intensity of transmission is determined by R 0 (the basic reproductive number) which varies for different baseline settings. When MDA alone is used as the treatment strategy, we simulate the following treatment strategies: (i) the WHO recommended treatment coverage of 75% SAC only; (ii) 60% of SAC only; (iii) 40% of SAC only and (iv) 85% of SAC and 40% of adults. In this paper we consider an ideal case-perfect vaccine, meaning that the rate of infection and the rate of egg production are essentially reduced by 100%, which is comparable to the efficacy of the Sm-p80 vaccine in the baboon model. This efficacy considers the prevention of worm establishment, the fecundity falling dramatically in those few worms that establish, and the inability of eggs from these worms to hatch and release viable miracidia. Vaccination is given annually to the children with the pre-specified age of administration, and the coverage levels depend on the age group that is treated and the duration of vaccine protection. In various experimental settings Sm-p80 has demonstrated robust antibody titres in baboons for up to 5-8 years [10] suggesting a reasonably long duration of protection. In this paper we simulate scenarios where (i) the vaccine gives a 5 year duration of protection (from [10] ) and (ii) an ideal scenario where the vaccine gives a 20 years of protection which is longer than the duration of treatment (15 years). It should be noted here that the same results will be obtained for vaccines with a duration of protection longer than 20 years as we are only calculating the probability of achieving the WHO goals within 15 years of initiating vaccination. Also, it should be noted that the vaccine decay rate is given by 1/ (duration of protection). Duration of vaccine protection has a direct impact on the vaccine administration schedule and the coverage levels required to have a significant impact. Here we consider the epidemiology of schistosome infections and the human host age-groups contributing most to parasite transmission. The aim is to cover children from ages 5-15 by vaccinating children in cohorts. We also analyze control strategies where the vaccine is given to younger children in their first year of life. The schistosomiasis vaccine will very likely be administered in conjunction with other vaccines already present in traditional immunization programmes (HPV, DTP). Therefore, the achievable coverage will typically match that achieved for one of the other co-administered vaccines. Vaccination coverage in the first year of life ranges between 85% and 91% at global level and reduces significantly in the following years ( Table 3 ). The coverage levels for school age children vary between 60% and 70% and for out of school individuals this range is 40%-50% [24] [25] [26] [27] .
Based on these coverage levels, for a vaccine that provides a 20-year protection against schistosomiasis, we vaccinate at age 1 (early start) or age 5 (school start), with coverage levels of 85% and 60% respectively. For a vaccine that provides a 5-year duration of protection against infection, to ensure continuous protection, we vaccinate either at ages 1, 6 and 11 with coverage levels 85%, 60% and 70% respectively, or at ages 5,10 and 15 with coverage levels 60%, 70% and 45% respectively. In this case (5-year duration of protection) we have a 3-dose schedule of vaccination, similar to the HPV administration schedule. We consider MDA and vaccination, alone or in combination, as control strategies, where treatment is delivered at random at each round within the population with a given coverage. In other words, we do not consider individual compliance to treatment [19] in these analyses and just assume the individuals treated or vaccinated are chosen at random at each round.
At the end of the treatment period, we calculate the probability of reaching WHO morbidity and elimination as a public health problem goal, by evaluating the fraction of SAC heavyintensity infection prevalence (�5% heavy-intensity infection in SAC for the morbidity goal and �1% heavy-intensity infection in SAC for the elimination as a public health problem goal). In our results we include the prevalence of infection (population having egg count threshold > 0) and prevalence of heavy-intensity infections (population having egg count threshold > 16). The probability of reaching the 5% and 1% WHO goals are calculated as the fraction of repetitions that reach the target, by averaging across 300 simulations (to ascertain the mean expectation of the stochastic model). A summary of the treatment strategies is presented in Fig 1. 
Results
In presenting the results of the stochastic model simulations for the various scenarios described above, the impact of the candidate vaccine and/or MDA is depicted by reference to the prevalence and mean intensity of S. mansoni infection in low, moderate and high transmission settings. For each treatment strategy, the prevalence of infection and prevalence of heavy-intensity infections in SAC and adults (the morbidity goal set by WHO), as well as the probability of achieving the WHO goals at all times t, until t = 15 (the end of control interventions), are assessed.
MDA alone: Treating SAC only
First MDA alone is examined as the treatment strategy, using the WHO targets for treatment of 75% coverage for SAC. The results are presented in Fig 2 and Table 4 . Model simulations (based on the parameter values listed in Table 2 ) suggest that for low prevalence regions, the 5% morbidity goal in SAC can be achieved within 5 years of treatment, while the elimination as a public health problem goal in the total population can be achieved within 10 years of treatment.
Similarly, for moderate-prevalence regions, the 5% morbidity goal in SAC can be achieved within 5 years of treatment, whereas the 1% elimination as a public health problem goal can be achieved within 15 year of MDA treatment. Again, both goals will be achieved within 15 years with a probability of unity.
In high transmission regions, we can achieve the SAC 5% morbidity goal in 85% of the simulations. However, the 1% elimination as a public health problem goal in such high transmission (large R 0 values) settings can be achieved in 35% of our simulations. In these settings, increasing the SAC coverage to > 75% and/or include other age bands in the treatment is highly desirable.
In low to moderate transmission settings, using the recommended target coverage of 75% for SAC, the SAC 5% morbidity goal can be achieved within 5 years of MDA. Given the difficulties countries with endemic infection are experiencing in achieving this level of coverage, SAC coverages between 40% and 60% were also examined to explore if it is still possible to achieve the WHO goals with 15 years of MDA treatment.
The impact of MDA decreases as SAC coverage declines as indicated in Table 4 . The SAC 5% morbidity goal can be achieved within 5 years at 60% SAC coverage (in low to moderate settings). However, for the <1% heavy infection in the total population goal (= elimination as a public health problem) to be achieved within 15 years the probabilities of achieving this are 90% and 70%, respectively, in low and moderate transmission regions.
Lowering the SAC coverage to 40% is predicted to achieve the WHO goals in low transmission settings. However, in moderate transmission settings, the SAC 5% morbidity goal can be achieved within 15 years of treatment with probability of 0.9, but the 1% elimination as a public health problem goal is only achieved with probability 0.4 in that time. These results highlight the importance of using different MDA coverage levels in different transmission settings, as opposed to following the recommended 75% SAC coverage for all transmission levels.
In stochastic (and deterministic) models (and in the real world) there is always a chance that the prevalence of infection will bounce back after control measures cease since in some simulation runs the breakpoint in transmission is not crossed. It is therefore important to analyze the probability of true elimination (also known as 'transmission interruption') which results in the prevalence within the whole community in which control measures are introduced going to zero. As in previous studies [28] it is assumed that if the overall prevalence is less than 1% it is almost certain that transmission interruption has been achieved. We find that treating only 75% of SAC cannot interrupt transmission (see Fig 2A, 2C and 2E ), since the reservoir of untreated people in the adult age classes is able to seed the whole population once control ceases at year 15. 
MDA alone: Treating SAC and adults
As discussed earlier, in high transmission settings it is necessary to treat both SAC and adults.
Here we present the simulation results for the scenario 85% of SAC and 40% of adults are annually treated with MDA. These results are summarized in Fig 3 which shows that with this approach the WHO goals can be achieved, although the probability of complete elimination by year 15 is still low (<0.3). Longer durations of treatment and/or more frequent treatment are required to increase this probability.
Vaccination alone: Treating pre-school and school aged children
In this section, the effects of both vaccination coverage, and the average duration of protection provided by the vaccine, are examined. It should be noted that, based on the animal model results, we assume the vaccine is 100% efficacious. Table 4 . Probability of reaching the WHO 5% morbidity control and 1% elimination as a public health problem goals using MDA only, treating once every 3 years in low transmission settings, once every 2 years in moderate transmission settings and once a year in high transmission settings. Green shaded areas = probability of reaching target > 0.9, Yellow shaded areas = 0.5 � probability of reaching target < 0.9, Red shaded areas = probability of reaching target <0.5. Modelling the impact of a Schistosoma mansoni vaccine
Transmission setting Coverage Probability of achieving morbidity control (�5% heavy infection in SAC)
Probability of achieving elimination as a public health problem (�1% heavy infection in SAC)
Duration of vaccine protection = 20 years.
In the case where the vaccine gives on average 20-years of full protection (a very long duration) against S. mansoni infection, we consider two treatment strategies; namely: (i) pre-school vaccination (early start) by vaccinating 85% of 1-year olds or (ii) school-age children vaccination where 60% of 5-year olds (school-start) are vaccinated. The stochastic model predicts the following outcomes for strategy (i) and (ii) in part displayed in Fig 4 and Table 5. 1. In low transmission settings, for both control strategies, the SAC 5% morbidity goal can be achieved within 5 years of young cohort vaccination and the 1% elimination as a public health problem goal can be achieved within 15 years of vaccination. Both events occur with a probability of nearly 1.
2. In moderate transmission settings, for both control strategies, the 1% elimination as a public health problem goal can only be achieved with a probability of roughly 0.5 at year 15. However, the SAC 5% morbidity control goal can be achieved with a probability of 0.98 at year 15. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0007349.g004 Table 5 . Probability of reaching the WHO 1% elimination as a public health problem goal and the 5% SAC 5% morbidity goal for vaccination only with different coverage levels. The duration of vaccine induced protection is set at 20 years. Green shaded areas = probability of reaching target > 0.9, Yellow shaded areas = 0.5 � probability of reaching target < 0.9, Red shaded areas = probability of reaching target <0.5.
Transmission setting Coverage Probability of achieving morbidity control (�5% heavy infection in SAC)
Probability of achieving elimination as a public health problem (�1% heavy infection in SAC) 3. In high transmission settings and late vaccination at 5 years of age, the 1% elimination as a public health problem goal will rarely be achieved. Treating at age 1, however, can achieve the 5% morbidity goal with a probability of approximately 0.61. If we treat at age 5, the simulations suggest that we can achieve this goal with a probability of approximately 0.55.
Duration of vaccine protection = 5 years.
If the duration of vaccine protection is lowered to an average of 5 years, to compensate for this short duration, it is necessary to increase coverage levels to achieve morbidity control or elimination. In the analyses presented in Table 6 and Fig 5 , the ages at which individuals are vaccinated, and their coverage levels, are assumed to be: (i) vaccinate at age 1, 6, and 11 years with coverage levels 85%, 60% and 70%, respectively or (ii) vaccinate at age 5, 10, 15 years with coverage levels 60%, 70% and 45%, respectively. These treatment strategies (of vaccinating three different age groups each year-such that in the longer-term individuals will receive more than one dose to maintain protection) produce better results than when we consider a vaccine of protection duration of 20 years. This is Table 6 . Probability of reaching the WHO 1% elimination as a public health problem goal and the 5% SAC 5% morbidity goal for vaccination only with different coverage levels. The duration of protection is set at 5 years. Green shaded areas = probability of reaching target > 90%, Yellow shaded areas = 0.5 � probability of reaching target < 0.9, Red shaded areas = probability of reaching target <0.5.
Transmission setting Coverage Probability of achieving morbidity control (�5% heavy infection in SAC)
Probability of achieving elimination as a public health problem (�1% heavy infection in SAC) Modelling the impact of a Schistosoma mansoni vaccine because we are treating more age groups when the vaccine has a shorter duration of protection than when it has a longer protection. However, more vaccine is being used in these strategies employing a short duration of protection vaccine. At first sight this result suggests that the duration of protection is not the key parameter in controlling or eliminating morbidity if vaccine cost, supply and delivery are not limiting factors. However, the duration of protection will be a key factor when it is difficult to achieve high coverage in practice, or if cost is a key factor in the management of the control programme. Cost effectiveness/benefit analyses will be key in the situation where the vaccine only offers a short duration of protection.
Coverage levels and probabilities of achieving WHO goals are given in Table 6 . For the two treatment strategies the simulations results indicate the following:
• In low transmission settings, the SAC 5% morbidity and 1% elimination as a public health problem goals are achieved within 5 years of treatment with a probability of almost 1. show the prevalence of heavy-intensity infections in school-aged children (SAC) and adults. Shaded areas (both blue and red) represent the 90% credible interval (90% of the simulated results fall within these shaded areas).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0007349.g006
• In moderate transmission settings, the SAC 5% morbidity goal is achieved within 5 years of treatment, while it takes 15 years for the elimination as a public health problem goal to be achieved.
• In high transmission settings the 1% elimination as a public health problem cannot be achieved, but the SAC 5% morbidity goal can be achieved with a probability of 0.89, when we treat 1,6 and 11 age groups. This probability value is higher than that generated by the MDA only scenario. Vaccination is therefore predicted to be better than MDA in high transmission settings.
In general, the comparisons with the MDA alone control strategy, good coverage of MDA across bands of age classes (i.e. SAC) has a greater and quicker impact than cohort immunization in all settings, even with a long duration of vaccine protection and coverage. This is true because it will take time for herd immunity to develop via the cohort approach and so MDA only will be less efficient in the longer term. In practice, the optimal policy will depend on costs of the vaccine since the MDA drug is donated. MDA costs arise, however, from the logistics of delivery to those who need treatment. The comparison of both costs, MDA and vaccination, will determine what is the most desirable control option.
MDA and vaccination administrated concurrently
In the previous two sections it is shown that the WHO 5% morbidity control goals can be achieved in low to moderate transmission settings if either MDA alone or vaccination alone are administrated in endemic regions. However, these goals, particularly the 1% elimination as a public health problem goal, are unlikely to be achieved in high transmission settings. Whether it is beneficial to combine both treatments together is examined in this section. In practice, this is a likely scenario since MDA will remain the main control options for many years to come (possibly 10 to 15 years) even if Phase I, II and III trials in humans of the new vaccine go smoothly.
The simulation results suggest that giving MDA to 75% of SAC and administrating vaccination with a wide range of coverage levels (see Figs 6 and 7, Tables 7 and 8) , can reach the 1% elimination as a public health problem goal in high settings with a probability of nearly 0.55 and 0.82 for vaccines with durations of protection of 20 and 5 years, respectively. The 5% SAC morbidity goal is achieved in all transmission settings. Therefore, a vaccine that provides 5 years of protection and covers three age groups, can achieve the WHO 5% morbidity control and 1% elimination as a public health problem goals. However, for a vaccine that provides 20 years protection we need to increase MDA and vaccination coverage levels, or include other age categories in the vaccination programme, to increase the probability of achieving elimination as a public health problem (<1%) in high transmission settings. However, do note that the short duration vaccine must be delivered to multiple age groups. Over 15 years an individual may need three vaccinations (or 3 short courses of vaccination) to maintain protection. As such costs and delivery may be important issues with a short duration of protection vaccine.
Sensitivity analysis and model limitations
The results presented in this paper are very sensitive to the values of certain parameters. The two most important are the negative binomial aggregation parameter k and the magnitude of transmission before control measures are initiated (the magnitude of R 0 ). Using k = 0.24, λ = 0.24 in low transmission settings, the model cannot support endemic parasite populations when R 0 is low. As a result, the model typically cannot reproduce endemic prevalences less than about 49%. The two possible causes are: (i) Diagnostic; due to poor sensitivity in the , vaccinating 1, 6 and 11-year olds with a coverage of 85%, 60% and 70% respectively, plus MDA given to 75% of SAC (annually in high transmission settings and once every two years in moderate transmission settings). Graphs (A, C), show the prevalence of intensity and Graphs (B, D) show the prevalence of heavy-intensity infections in school-aged children (SAC) and adults. Shaded areas (both blue and red) represent the 90% credible interval (90% of the simulated results fall within these shaded areas).
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0007349.g007 Table 7 . Probability of reaching the WHO 1% elimination as a public health problem goal and the SAC 5% morbidity goals, when MDA and vaccination are administrated concurrently; 75% SAC coverage (annually in high settings, once every 2 years in moderate settings and once every 3 years in low settings) and the vaccine duration of protection is set at 20 years. Green shaded areas = probability of reaching target > 0.9, Yellow shaded areas = 0.5 � probability of reaching target < 0.9, Red shaded areas = probability of reaching target <0.5.
Transmission setting Coverage Probability of achieving morbidity control (�5% heavy infection in SAC)
Probability of achieving elimination as a public health problem (�1% heavy infection in SAC) standard diagnostic test, measured prevalences may be much lower than the real values and (ii) model transmission structure; transmission may be confined to specific age groups as elimination is approached, giving a low community-level prevalence.
To manage this limitation, we use k = 0.04 value for low transmission setting and k = 0.24 for moderate to high transmission settings.
We have chosen the extreme baseline prevalences (just below 10% for low transmission settings and just below 50% for moderate transmission settings). For these values there is a high probability to achieve the WHO goals and hence lowering the baseline prevalence does not alter the outcome.
For a baseline prevalence between 50% and 58% (high transmission settings) we obtain qualitatively similar results with the ones produced in moderate settings. Therefore, for high transmission settings, we consider endemic regions with a baseline prevalence of around 62% (R 0 = 3.5) which is a realistic upper bound of prevalence for S. mansoni in most endemic regions [29] , [30] . In this study, we have used parameter values fitted to data collected in Iietune village in Kenya (refer to Table 2 ), but the same model and analysis can be used for other endemic regions. We should note here, that if the age-related contact rates and death rates are similar to the ones we have used, the results will be similar. If the prevalence of intensity is higher (lower) in SAC, the probability of achieving the WHO goals will be lower (higher) in these regions. These results are based on data for S. mansoni, but the analysis can be easily extended to S. haematobium.
A possible key parameter in the analysis and not included in our study is the buildup of acquired immunity. To date, there aren't enough evidences to show the presence of immunity in S. mansoni and we have assumed that the shape of age-intensity of infection is influenced only by rate of exposure to infection. It will be of great importance, in the future, to extend our model so that we can explore the effect of acquired immunity on morbidity.
Discussion
Currently schistosome control strategies suggested by WHO and widely implemented in endemic regions include mass drug administration of school aged children and adults in high transmission settings. The primary goal is morbidity prevention in SAC or morbidity elimination in populations in areas of endemic infection. Snail control, snail habitat alterations and improving water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) are also recommended (there is little information on their efficacy), but MDA is the major route for morbidity control at present. Table 8 . MDA, 75% coverage in SAC (annually in high settings, once every 2 years in moderate settings and once every 3 years in low settings) and vaccine duration of protection is set at 5 years. Green shaded areas = probability of reaching target > 90%, Yellow shaded areas = 0.5 � probability of reaching target < 0.9, Red shaded areas = probability of reaching target <0.5. In this paper, we have extended the individual based stochastic age structured model developed by Anderson and colleagues, which is constructed on the template of an age structured deterministic model [13] [14] [15] where its predictions have been validated using observed infection trends under defined levels of MDA in a number of field settings [31] . We specifically extend past work to include the effect of a vaccine on parasite establishment. The aim has been to explore the impact a vaccine with an efficacy of 100% might have on control efforts to attain the WHO goals for morbidity control in SAC and morbidity elimination in the total population (but not infection). Different treatment and vaccination strategies have been considered in numerical analyses; namely: MDA alone, vaccination alone, or MDA plus vaccination combined. Analyses are conducted for three different transmission settings as defined by WHO on the basis of prevalence; low (<10% baseline prevalence among SAC), moderate (10-50% baseline prevalence among SAC) and high (�50% baseline prevalence among SAC) settings. These transmission conditions at baseline are determined by the magnitude of R 0 , and, concomitantly, by the overall prevalence of infection and the average intensity of infection in defined community.
Transmission setting
We find that the optimal strategy to control or eliminate morbidity depends on the transmission setting, vaccine coverage level achieved, the duration of vaccine protection and the timeline of vaccination in different age groupings of the human host.
In low prevalence settings, MDA alone or vaccination alone, with different levels of protection, can achieve the WHO goals with a probability of close to unity. Furthermore, our results show that treating just 40% of SAC with MDA alone can achieve the morbidity control goal and potentially elimination as a public health problem goal. This is an encouraging prediction considering the difficulties endemic regions are having in achieving the WHO recommended treatment coverage for SAC at 75%.
In moderate prevalence settings, treating 60% of MDA can achieve the morbidity goal with probability of unity and possibly the elimination as a public health problem goal with probability of 0.7. Increasing the SAC coverage to 75% increases the probability of elimination to 0.96. Vaccination with a duration of protection of 5 years can achieve the morbidity control goal within 5 years of treatment and elimination as a public health problem goal within 15 years. However, a vaccine with a longer duration of protection (20 years) achieves the morbidity goal with a probability of near unity, but the probability of elimination as a public health problem goal decreases to nearly 0.55.
In high transmission settings, we obtain the following outcomes: (i) the WHO recommended MDA treatment coverage for SAC at 75% can achieve the morbidity control goal with a probability of 0.85, but there is only a 0.35 chance that we can achieve the elimination as a public health problem goal. (ii) Vaccinating 85% of 1-year olds with a vaccine that provides 20 years of protection, can achieve the morbidity control goal with probability of 0.61, but it is very unlikely that the elimination as a public health problem goal will be achieved. (iii) increasing the vaccination coverage levels (vaccinating 85% of age 1, 60% of age 6, 70% of age 11 or vaccinating 60% of age 5, 70% of age 10 and 45% of age 15) and decreasing the duration of protection to 5 years, increases the probability of achieving the WHO goals. For the morbidity control this probability increases from 0.61 to 0.89, while the probability of the elimination goal increases from 0,06 to 0.22.
Thus, in high transmission settings, vaccination alone or MDA alone cannot achieve the elimination as a public health problem target. We can modify this outcome by vaccinating across bands of age classes (i.e. including adults). However, this may risk a high frequency of adverse effects due to past or present infection in vaccinated individuals. The best strategy in these circumstances is intensive MDA plus vaccination. Treating 75% of SAC with MDA and vaccinating 60% of age 5, 70% of age 10 and 45% of age 15 (duration of vaccine protection is 5 years) can achieve the morbidity control goal with probability of unity and the elimination as a public health problem with a probability of nearly 0.84. Alternatively, increasing the SAC coverage to 85% and including 40% of adults in the treatment plan, could achieve the WHO goals with a high probability. This outcome is in line with previous results found in [3] , which has reported that including adults in the treatment strategy and increasing SAC coverage levels can lower the prevalence of heavy-intensity to below 1% in SAC.
Analysing the vaccine's administration schedule (early start versus starting vaccination on entry to school), vaccinating 5-year olds may arguably be an easier strategy to implement than vaccinating 1-year olds. Relatively few individuals will have become infected by 4 years of age, but some have. The main argument in favour of the latter age is that it is easier to reach children for vaccination via school infrastructure/attendance. Alternatively, if the vaccine is safe for very young children (< 1 year of age) then the vaccine could just be part of the national immunization schedule for infants and young children. The other benefit of vaccinating at age 1 is to avoid morbidity induced by early infection in infancy. Given the long duration of vaccine protection, model simulations suggest little difference between the two strategies. This suggests that programmatic and cost issues will be most important in public health policy formulation for the use of the vaccine.
Comparing vaccination with a long duration of protection and MDA alone, we find that good coverage of MDA across bands of age classes (i.e. SAC) is predicted to have a greater and quicker impact than cohort immunization in all settings. However, we have used different coverage levels between these two treatment strategies with less people being vaccinated than are treated with MDA. On the other hand, a vaccine with a shorter duration of protection performs better (in terms of achieving the WHO goals) because we are treating more age groups.
Unless true elimination of transmission is achieved, treatment should not cease as there is a chance that the prevalence of infection will bounce back after cessation. True elimination is not achieved in any of the scenarios considered. Unless the treatment frequencies and coverage levels are increased considerably from the scenarios examined it is very unlikely that this goal will be achieved.
Factors such as individual adherence to treatment is not taken into consideration and we have assumed a random treatment adherence at each round for a given coverage level. The simulations may therefore be on the optimistic side since a proportion of the chosen individuals for a given coverage are likely to be nonadherent over many rounds of MDA [13] , [21] , [23] , [32] , [33] . It will be of great importance to have the relevant adherence data to make more accurate predictions.
The predictions presented in this paper depend on the assumptions made concerning the precise nature of the manner in which the intensity of infection varies by age in a given endemic region, the magnitude of R 0 (= transmission intensity) reflected by the baseline prevalence prior to the introduction of control measures. It will be harder to achieve the WHO targets if infection in the very young (pre-SAC) and adults is high. We have used data for S. mansoni but the same methods of analysis can be applied for S. haematobium infection.
In summary, vaccination alone or in combination with MDA, proves to be an effective method to control or eliminate schistosomiasis as a public health problem. Achievement of the WHO goals for morbidity control and elimination depends on vaccine efficacy, on the duration of vaccine protection and on the coverage levels achieved in different age classes.
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